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MOBILE BUN PAN RACK 
- STAINLESS STEEL                      - ENCLOSED BASE AND TOP  

- HEAVY DUTY                       - OPEN ALL SIDES 
 

Model Series: 240-1826-XX-X-WS* 
 

APPLICATION:  
-Storage and transportation of pans 

 

SPECIFICATIONS: 
-Stainless steel; Type 304 

-“Heliarc” and spot-welded construction 

-Stainless steel tubular corner uprights 

-Double compartment 

-Open front, rear and both sides 

-Solid base and top with no-drip sanitary edge all around 

-Top shelf has round bar guard rails around sides and rear 

-Fully welded 2 ⅜” (60mm) pan slides affixed to 

 corner uprights 

-Dimple style pan stops at front and rear of each slide 

-Various pan slide capacities available 

-1 > 1826 bun pan per slide (plus 2 pans on base) 

-1.5”, 2.5”, 3”, and 5” spacing available 

-Extended push handle with grips on both sides 

-Wrap-around bumper with internal stainless steel core 

 for strength and durability 

-4 > 5” swivel, plate casters with 2 side brakes 

-Double compartment units  may have centre mounted rigid  

 casters for handling control and manoeuvrability  

 

OPTIONAL FEATURES: [1] 
-CB - Corner bumpers 

-VR - Vertical tray stop(s) at rear 

-CSR - Centre stability horizontal rod front and rear 

-FT - Flat top 

-LP - Low profile 

-Remove handles 

-Remove (*) from model code for non-NSF model 

 

 

MODEL 240 - DOUBLE COMPARTMENT - 1 PAN PER SLIDE 

MODEL 
PAN 

CAPACITY 

PAN 

SPACING 

OVERALL 

WIDTH 

OVERALL 

DEPTH 

OVERALL 

HEIGHT 

SHIPPING 

WEIGHT APP 

240-1826-20-5-WS* 20 5" - 127mm 47" - 1194mm 29" - 737mm 62" - 1575mm 220lb - 100.0kg 

240-1826-40-3-WS* 40 3" - 76mm 47" - 1194mm 29" - 737mm 72" - 1829mm 265lb - 120.5kg 

240-1826-40-2.5-WS* 40 2.5" - 63mm 47" - 1194mm 29" - 737mm 62" - 1575mm 240lb - 109.1kg 

240-1826-80-1.5-WS* 80 1.5" - 38mm 47" - 1194mm 29" - 737mm 72" - 1829mm 285lb - 129.5kg 

     Width and depth dimensions include bumper and handles. 

     Changes available to suit customer’s requirements. 
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